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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1948

Don't Forget the In the Future
Finals.
Christmas Boxes 16. Examination
ExaminationFinals.
December

17.
campaign for 17. 13th Annual Forensic TournaChristmas Boxes will be completed
ment.
Friday, Agues McSharry and Jack
ChristmasVacation.
Pain, general chairmen, announced
18. 13th Annual Forensic Tournatoday.
ment.
Special recognition should be
January
given the Mendel and Sociology
3. Winter Quarter Commences.
Clubs, which showed exemplary
Meeting, 7:30.
organization. The Iliyu Coolees 5. Mendel Club
7. Scots Club Mixer.
box
Sunday,
will finish their
on
9. Hiyu Coolee Hike.
when hikers assemble contribu10. Surf & Stream Club Meeting.
tions for their box.
11. Gavel Club Meeting:, 7:30.
The Christmas boxes are for
Colhecon Club Meeting.
needy families in Seattle and they
Commerce Club Meeting.
will be distributed under the su- 12. Sodality Meeting.
pervision of Father Thomas Gill
WINTER QUARTER PROGRAM
of Catholic Charities.
Committee members working January
with Miss McSharry were: John 26. Homecoming Game.
Colasurdo, Rita Scanlon, Bill Suver, 27. Homecoming Open House.
E. Archbold, and Bill Tronca.
28. Homecoming; Ball.
For those students who are not
ASSU Meeting.
members of any particular clubs,
it has been arranged that they con- February
tribute through their respective 3. Mldquarter Examinations.
4. Midquarter Examinations.
classes.
Suggestions in the way of "what 12. AWSSU "Valentolo."
to bring" include: Canned goods, 13-26. Drama GuildProduction.
apples, oranges, cranberries, po- 23. Silver Scroll Father-Daughter
Banquet.
tatoes, squash, jams, jellies, or
25. Mendel Club Mixer.
packaged cake mixes.
The Sodality

"And Joseph also went from Galilee out of the town of
Nazareth into Judea to the town of David, which is called
Bethlehem because he was of the house and family of David
wife, who
to^ register, together with Mary, his espoused
there,
they
while
were
pass
was with child. And it came to
And
delivered
were
fulfilled.
she
days
for her to be
that the
brought forth his first-born 'Son, and wrapped Him in swaddling clothes, and laid Him in a manger, because there was
no room for them in the inn."
* *

—

—

♥

So simply St. Luke narrates the e,yent that we term the "First
Christmas".
All over the world clergy and laymen are completing preparations
for the commemoration of this awesome and wonderful birth. From
the most magnificent cathedral to the tiniest chapel, kneeling worshippers will offer their hearts to the Christ-Child, the hope of the
world. Will you be among them or will the Holy Family be compelled
to turn away because there is no welcome, no place for them in your
l»3art?
* * *

in the town of
.. 'For there has been born to you today this
shall be

13th Annual Forensic
Tourney, December 17-18
SU Debate Clubs Join Forces To
Sponsor High School Tournament

AWS "Valentolo"
Co-Chairmen Set

and John Anderson.
Holy Angels, Eileen Wagner,
Nancy Ferguson, Barbara Perry,
Jill Pederson, Barbara Marusick,
Holy Rosary, Colleen Land, Carol
Lesser, Jean Kraft, Anne Lippert,
Ruth Cheshier, Charlotte Grzlch,
Charlotte McCartney.
Bellarmine, Alan Tait, Bill Lavine, Bob LaPorte, Jim Martin,
Dick Jensen andRobert Popisil.
Aquinas, Madelyn Bosko, Jane
Mclntire,
Gloria May, Dorothy
SpellPictured are: Dick Wright, Jim O'Neil, Bob Larson, John
Cvitanovich, Mary Mickey, Jeanne
Ann
(chairman);
Dreaney
(chairman),
front
Jack
man
row:
Marie Henriot, Marilyn Mitchell,
Brenner, Bob Lucid, Gerri Testu (Gavel President),Katie RunnelIs.
Rita Dyckman and Marie Peterson.
Gonzaga,Bud Howard, Bill DonUnder the chairmenship of John Spellman and Jack dis, Ray Tanksley,
Mark Ricjeson,
Dreaney,the 13th annual Forensic Tournament will get under Bob Egan, Jim Powers, Bob Tanksway Friday, December 17, at Seattle University.
ley and Dave Olivier.
Co-sponsored by the Gavel and Forum Clubs, the tourney Marycliff, AnneLane and Joanne

"
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FROM THE PRESIDENT-

-

I.K.S SCHEDULE Sodality Plans
PLEDGE PARTY Christmas
Party

Queen Elizabeth Ireuli Is To Preside SU Journalists

For S.U. Homecoming Week* Activities

Elect Officers

26 SU Students in
1949 "Who's Who"

If In Doubt
-

-

..

"Escape" Receives
National Award

-

Vets' Mixer, "Mistletoe Mingle," ToBe
Heldat EncoreBallroomFriday,Dec17

-

" " "

Sixty-two contestants from
Northwest Catholic high
schools have registered for the
13th Annual Forensic Tournament at Seattle University.
Entrants include:
O'Dea High School, Leon Brown,
Hugh McGough, Richard Voiland
and William DeForrest.
Seattle Prep, Jim Robinson, Ray
Maiser, Louis Kaufer, Jim Wilson,
Pat Riley, Karl Tosaya, Phil Wilson

March
1. Mardi-Gras.
a
2. Ash Wednesday.
David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And
5. Frosh Bingo Party.
sign for you: you will find an infant wrapped in swaddling
9. Sodality Meeting.
with
manger.'
suddenly
And
there
was
lying
and
in
a
clothes
10.
FinalExaminations.
features extemporaneous, impromptu, oratory and debate
the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God Rosemary Barrett, AWSSU pres- 11. FinalExaminations.
by the contestants from Catholic Northwest high
speeches
and saying,
ident, announced this week that 14. Holiday.
schools.
"Glory to God in the highest,
Ellen Nickerson (Sophomore,NurSPRING QUARTER PROGRAM Senior members of the Gavel evening, a banquet, and an inforsing) and Barbara Patten (Freshand peace on earth among
'
'
Club collaborating in the formation mal party and dance for the en$
Tflan, Prtfmajor) will co-chairmats Mareh
men of good will
plans included in the tourna- trants and committee men and
'of
the annual "Valentolo."
15. Spring Quarter Commences.
* * *
ment are Gerri Lee Testu, presi- women.
Date for the winter quarter ac- 17. Junior Class's St. Patrick's
dent; Katie Runnels, secretary;
"A Savior"
how long the world had awaited His coming. tivity
AWARDS
Mixer.
Saturday,
has
been
slatedfor
Larson, vice president; and
Bob
year
we
through
the
And yet He is always with us everywhere! All
Party.
cups
25.
AWSSU
Card
will be awarded tc
Trophy
February
11.
president.
John Spellman, former
have the privilege of turning our minds and hearts toward Him. How
22. Gavel Club Intramural Definalists in debate, one to the best
the
concerning
appointed
Further
details
to
Committee
chairmen
opportune
time renew
fortunate we are! Christmas, this year, is an
bates.
announced in the
by the co-chairmeninclude: Judges men's team and one to the best
our prayers for guidance, through His grace and blessing, for the dance will be
23. Gavel Club Intramural DeChairmen, Bob Larson; Debate, women's team; oratory, first place
12
SPECTATOR.
January
and
coming year.
bates.
Frank Sullivan; Impromptu, Jim winner; extemporaneous,first place
Those students who have not 24. Gavel Club
Intramural De- O'Neill; Extemporaneous, Dick winner; impromptu, first place
registered for committees in AWS
bates.
Wright; Oratory, Bob Lucid; Schol- winner.
functions, are requested to do so
arship,
Gerri Testu; Housing, Pat A one-year scholarship at Seatthis week.
April
Maloney;
unselfishness,
Social, Ann Brenner; In- tle University will be awarded to
foris
think
of
1.
Silver
Scroll
Talent
Show.
To think of Christmas
to
formation and Publicity, Margaret the best womanorator, and another
giveness, and kindliness. This spirit a Little Babe brought
year scholarship will be
one
O'Brien.
into the world two thousand years ago. Each year at ChristOther members of the Club as- awarded to the best man orator.
mastime we succeed to capture it for a moment. How forsisting on committees are Dick
Gardner, Frank Perri, Pat O'Maltunate we and the world would,be if we would make thisi
ley, and Bert Trupp.
pray
spirit of mercy and love an enduringpart of ourselves. I
Saturday evening is the time.
GENERAL PROGRAM
that the Babe of Bethlehem may give to each and every one The Junior Ballroom of the OlymUnder the sponsorship of the
your
for
fellow
man.
The
two days' schedule includes
unselfishness
and
love
The
occapic
place.
gift
of you this
of
Hotel is the
Sodality, members of the ASSU registration, a general meeting,
students,
Formal
of
the
all,
to
both
sion?
initiation
InChristmas
merry
happy
A
and a
will present the annual Christmas three rounds of debate, oratory,
The following Senior students
tercollegiate Knight pledges. A
and faculty at Seattle University.
party for sixty girls from the impromptu,
from
Seattle University have been
extemporaneous
and
banquet will precede the initiation
A. A. LEMIEUX, S.J..
Sacred Heart Orphanage.
in "Who's Who in American
listed
a
rounds,
two
semi-final
speaking,
honoring
and a dance
the new
President.
Universities
and Colleges":
finalists,
preThe party will be held at the general assembly for
pledges will climax the affair.
Knights of Columbus Hall, Friday, sentation of awards on Saturday
George Anderson, Francis Barrett, Rosemary Barrett, Wyoming
December 17, in the afternoon.
Brooks, Eugene Brenner, Jane
games,
of
entertainprogram
A
Cavendar, Kathleen Conroy, Leon
ment and refreshments has been
Dobler, James Henriot, Robert
scheduled.
FRIDAY
Larson, Margaret O'Brien, RayPlaying the part of Santa Claus 1:00 2:00—Registration.
O'Leary, John Powers, James
Tuesday student body elections resulted in the selection
a
of
meeting,
meeting,
At recent
members will be Jack Marilley; games will 2:00 2:30—General
room mond
Reilfy,
HomePatricia Small, John StanEducation)
to be the 1949
of Elizabeth Ireuli (Senior,
Gamma Sigma Alpha selected offi- be supervised by the Chalfa twins.
123.
ford, William Suver, Thomas Tang<wh«Hiilpr! cers for the coming year.
Un "«»<» 1'>° ■***»«*»«"
reign
coming Queen to
over t
The community singing will in- 2:30 - 3:30—First round debate.
ney, Patricia Foley, Virginia
Officers are: John Powers,presi- clude favorite Christmas carols. 3:30 4:15—First round oratory.
in the latter part of January.
Zweigart, and Lois Murphy.
4:15 5:00—Extemporaneous
SARAZ1N PROUD, PLEASED
and the coronation of Miss Ireuli dent; Tom Tagney, vice president;
speaking.
That Sarazin Hall, women stu- in the presence of alumni and Barbara Klingele, secretary, and
CRIB
THE
SODALITY
and scholTony
Gibbons,
—Impromptu
5:45
treasurer.
500
justly
proud
residence,
is
of students.
dents'
arship.
COMMITTEES NAMED
The special activity of the pub- Under the direction of BillSuver,
one of their members, namely
committees, and lications honorary is the April 1
SATURDAY
Queen Elizabeth Ireuli, was evi- The various
Earl Martelli, Bill Cullen, Donna
- 10:30—Second
9:30
round
Eugene
dent today. As one of the girls members working with the co- issue of the SPECTATOR.
and
Chalfa,
and Dulcie
debate.
chairmen are: Decorations, Marie
Membership in Gamma Sigma Ivanosky, the Christmas Crib for
stuted: "It's terrific!"
Mayer and Barbara Ray; Tickets Alpha is limited to students active the ASSU was set up in the lobby 10:30- 11:15—Second round
TANGNEY AND McLUCAS.
LOS ANGELES, Dec.
— 15—Speoratory.
cial to the Spectator) "Escape," a
CO-CHAIRMEN
and Contact, Terry Cain (chair- on the Aegis and Spectator staffs. of the Liberal Arts Building.
11:15 12:00 —Second round
motionpicture produced by a group
Tom Tangney and Beverly Mc- man), Margaret Radcliffe, Bernice
extemporaneous.
Lucas, members of the Senior Miller, Mickie McKee, Terry Me-.
of Seattle University students, was
12:45- I:3o—Second round im- awarded second prize in a national
Class, have been at work since the Kee, Luanne Malsie,Barbara Klinpromptu and schol- contest sponsored by a Hollywood
start of Fall Quarter, planning the gele, Lois Anderson, Joe Roller,
arship.
Franett,
Gerri
included
in
Pat
Jerri
Hinkle,
publication.
week's activities
1:30- 2:30—Third round debate.
Testu, and Melvin Minnis; Enter"Homecoming."
The judges, in commenting on
2:30 3:oo—Semi-finals:
Queen Elizabeth's court willcon- tainment, Shirley Lewis; DecoraHim, rated it as "a superb exthe
impromptu and
"Mistletoe Mingle", the annual all-school mixer sponsored
sist of: Senior Princesses Kathleen tions, Jack Pain, Jackie Haw, Joe
ample of what a group of enthusischolarship.
Conroy and Margo Brenner, Junior Haley, Frank Murphy, Virginia by the residents of Vets' Hall, is on the ASSU agenda for
painstaking amateurs can
4:00—Semi-finals: oratory astic and
Princesses Patricia Fogard and Todd, Betty Dilly, Bernie Miller, Friday evening,December 17, at the Encore Ballroom (1214 3:00
accomplish with a motion picture
and extemporaneous.
Marie Sullivan, Sophomore Prin- Pauline Dorgan, Kathy O'Hogan, East Pike), which is approximately three blocks from the
- 6:00—General
camera."
assembly
4:00
cesses Jackie Haw and Jeannie and Nick Grossi.
University.
finals;
presentation
"Escape" will be shown in New
Others working on publicity inKumhera andFreshman Princesses
The dance, which will continue from 9:30 p.m. to 12:30
of awal'ds.
York City on December 20, at the
Patricia Walsh and PatriciaMoore. clude: Dick O'Brien, Barbara
6:00
—Dinner at the 'Cave.' Pennsylvania Hotel, before the
The week's functions shall con- Ashe, Henry Coger, Gloria Torlai, a.m., will be co-chairmaned by
sist of a Basketball Game, Exhi- June Preston, Tom Towey, and Pat Wilson and George Thornton.
Grant Moyer, Entertainment; Dan Following the banquet there will New York Movie Club. The film
Working on committees are: Jim Stumpf, Earle Libby, BillSullivan, be an informal party and dance at was shown at the University last
bitions by the clubs and halls, members of the News Department
Open House, the Homecoming Ball, of the SPECTATOR.
Moreland, Joe Dahlem, Roy Coon, Ralph Uphus, Refreshments; Bert Buhr-Simmons Hall on the Uni- month, in "The Little Theater."
Earl Erickson, John Brenner and Troup, Roland (Blanchette, Tom versity Campus.
Tom Morris, Tickets; Frank Perri Carroll, BillHawley, Tom Kop and
BODY
TO THE FACULTY AND STUDENT
NEW BOARD MEMBER
NOTICE!
and Dean Sharer, Business; Walt Jim Collins, Orehestra.
OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
There will be a special mass at
Joan Linder, president of the
Webster, Louie Flynn (boy presi"To put a gala end to the Fall
St. James Cathedral at 8:15 a.m., Providence Student Nurses Assodent), Steve Tuohy, Jim Ryan and
Quarter, this is a must on the
on Saturday, December 18, for all ciation, was sworn in as a memJack Dreaney, Publicity; Carl
"MERRY CHRISTMAS"
University social calendar," contestants and students partici- ber of the Advisory Board at the
Seattle
Savage,
Carroll,
Tom
Brenner, Paul
from the SPECTATOR STAFF
Dec. 10 meeting of the ASSU.
pating in the tournament.
Lloyd Reed, Bert Goodman, and stated the chairmen.

".

No. 6

Allen.
St. Joseph's

(Yakima), Veronica
Dillenger, Roberta Korke, Mary
Ann Cockery, Marybelle Ditter,
Barbara Marsh, Patricia Loftus.
Marqjiette, John Ledwich, Wesley Smith, Ted RegJmbal, Bob
Lawrence, Fred Benoit and Ber-

nard Steckler.
STUDENT JUDGES
The following is a partial list
of S.U. students who will serve as
judges for the tournament: Jim
Turner, Pat Foley. Maxine Gill,
John Eckhart, Ray Siderius, Tom
Tangney, Anne Brenner, Jim Reilly, Betty Ann Lonergan, Ellen
Nickerson, Madelaine McGreal,
Lois Murphy, Hal Wales, Pat Morgan, MarybethMoreland, Margaret
Corrigan, Kathleen Conroy, Rosemary Barrett, Jack Pain, Jackie
Haw, Teresa Cain, Virginia Massart, Virginia Todd, Rosemarv
Burkhalter, Pat Small, Barbara
Klingele.

Thank You
The Seattle University Opera
Guild wishes to express its appreciation of the helpful interest
shown by the student body and
parents in its recent production,
"Naughty Marietta."

We were thrilled to know that
the Jesuit faculty was present 100
per cent, and we are particularly
grateful to the 10 members of the
lay faculty who sponsored the
production.
Itis nice to know that the faculty

members are interested in our
extra-curricular activities, and to
all these we say a very sincere
'Thank You."

Broadway Theater
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Sound Off

Term-End Nostalgia
Grips Our Columnist
designed sets and properly planned
By Charles Bricker
wardrobes which are unobtrusive,
ICame, ISaw, It Conquered yet
helpful in getting the action
Red-rimmed, watering eyes not
*
impressively across.
long ago were the sure sign of
Fully realizing the budget limstudents who had zealously been
productions, Istill
consuming the midnight kilowatts. itations of S.U.
that
factor of
important
feel
the
Now, bloodshot eyes are the badge
setting can't be overlooked.
rapidly
mushrooming
of the
teleThe operetta itself shows its age
vision cults, of which Eyestrain is
and
several of its lines and situathe chief high priest.
tions
creak wearily, but the reThe paradoxicallittle clusters of markably
trained chorus and prinfanatics who could never stand cipals
overcame
the hackneyed
singing jingles or radio tobaccoads
poor costumes and indifferstory,
gather around tiny ten-inch exsettings, impressing vividly
panses of wavering, streaky screen ent
Victor
Herbert's unmatched musito gaze fascinated while some caron an enthusiastic audical
skill
toon character devours Ernie's
ence.
Hamburgers for ten minutes. After
* " ♥
that, they'll avidly observe a two-
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Christmas 1948
WORLD is facing the threat of another major conflict too soon after the close of the last one, which we
hoped would establish peace. Greed, selfishness, and the
lethargy that settle on the human soul by too much opposition to conscientiousness of right and wronghave taken hold
of whole nations, and are leading them in the opposite direction from which they wish to go.It is hard to see how armed
conflict can be avoided in the face of so much violation of
human rights. Our military leaders proclaim that we must
prepare for war to safeguard the peace, but peace will come
when we prepare for peace !
The preparation for peace involves the Christianization
of our motives, our ambitions and the actions by which we
hope to fulfill our ambitions. Christianization means the recruiting of all our faculties for the promotion of fundamental
Christian principles, such as the existence of the human soul
and the equality of all men before God. A more universal
realization of the existence and immortality of the human
soul whould inevitably result in the higher regard for the
rights of man and human dignity. If all men perceived their
equal obligations and blessings from God, their relations with

THE

Mea Maxima Culpa
By THE FEATURE EDITOR

We have published a variety of "things" on this, the
Spectator Feature Page,
during the last quarter, and
our attitude towards the result, viewed en toto, may
now be summed up in a sin—
cere prayer of petition
► "Heaven forgive us!"

ural limitations of the type of
column she has to write. The
same may be equally said for
Pat Lanes- and Chuck Bricker
as regards their "Sound Off".
Further, we know that Tom
Towey

tions.

LET'S FACE IT
As to the rest of the page,
though,
we had might as well
but wotthehell, but wotthebend over, and, metaphorically
hell!) to let our attitude be
quality of
summed up. We have space (Do speaking, face it the
between
has
the
rest
fluctuated
may
have
space!)
we
and we
(We
have
two
bad
and
worse.
have faculty permission to print
apwould
adjectives
that
other
this so we willelucidate on the
here.)
What
aptly
more
ply
above briefly stated "attitude".
wholly
We will scribble excuses and hurts itthat the fault lies
whimcan
on
our
own
back.
We
apologies to our ego's content,
of
experience,
about
lack
per
(Which
last,
read who may?
the
"apathy", grade-point (has any"read who may" part, might
found our grade-point, by
one
very
well be considered as a
It was last seen headway?
pointed question to be followed the
for the Fall.) andsuch
ing
South
mark.)
by a very black question
eventually admit
but
must
we
PRAISEFOR A FEW
we,
alone,
that
are. responsible.
are,
To begin, we
in. conIhrough our
it"is
Indirectly,
science, able to discover merely
negligence
own
that
the greater
who
have
honestly
five writers
have perwe
of
articles
given us good, interesting, Uni- amount
mitted
to
are
trite. We
appear
it
(Let
copy.
be
versity-type
remembered that we are speak- should have either "cut" those
them.
ing only of the materialthat has articles, or re-written
reservation, we
with
Directly,
appearedon the Feature Page
responsibility for the
there's no use alienating the accept full
series, the all"Modern
Morals"
News and Sports staffs as we
"fillers"
which have
too-obvious
mistake".)
They
are
"make our
our
readers
(sickened)
startled
Chuck Bricker ("SeattleU, Too,
minute, Jack)
wait
(Oh,
now
a
University");
Can Become a
time, and the overDon Peck ("Music Notes"); from time to
makeup.
all
Gene Maloney (" 'ASSU Neurotic,' Says Psychiatrist"); BettiCOMES TI<E NEW YEAR
However, we have resolved to
anne Foster ("The Birth of
Apathy") and Margaret O'Brien, really do better next quarter.
("Off the Record" and several While the glow of Christmaseditorials) (Ed. Note: Thank you time is on us we promise to
make an honest stab at imkindly.)
Before we go on, however, we provement of our Feature Page.
should state that Terry McKee's We have, even, a hazy sort of
"Coming Soon" has steadily im- plan that we hope will be a step
proved and that we believe she towards better journalism,as far
is doing a fine job with the nat- as our own Department is conBut we are not one ("We, it
might be added, is never "one"

—

—

—

—

one another would become correspondingly equalized. Little
words of scorn and ridicule are the precedents for bombs and
—
bullets. Peace flourishes only in love love for God, for it is
in learning to love God that we learn to love our fellow men,
who are his creatures.
Therefore, as individuals we must include in the business
of living the giving of worship to our Creator and the helping
of our neighbor in his search for happiness. It can be found
somewhere within each one of us. Insofar as we learn to
love that which is worthy of our love and reject that which
is not, we acquire more perfect knowledge of what we are
and what we might be. This is the happiness which is peace,
to know ourselves and to be certain of our direction and
destination. Failures are only the rough places in the road.
Thus, striving each day to live our lives in accordance with
the teachings of Christ and His Church, we may establish
peace in our hearts.
By

and John Denning (car-

toonists par-excellence) are outstanding in collegiate publica-

—

cerned. (Ed. Note: Sir, the im-

provement policy is in existence

at all times for the entireSPECTATOR.)
It involves, first, the setting
up of Page Two with only four
columns, eliminating all column
lines, printing all stories in
either square or oblong blocks
and printing all regular features
in the same place every issue,
and, finally, using only Caslon
Italic type for headlines, such
as appears above these few (no
comment)

words.

It further means the addition
of some new features and the

elimination of some old ones.

But we are not completely certain on this last and we may
merely whisper (We could
shout, too, and as great a crowd
of people and may we take this
occasion to thank Mother and
Dad who read our words faithwould hear and notice
fully
us!) that, with the approval of
Editor O'Brien (may her tribe
increase!), we will take' steps.
(Ed. Note: What tribe?)

—

—

ALL THROUGH
We might continue on this
veinof thought for quite a while
(Ed. Note: Oh, no), but pru-dence, a virtue we have not been
too well acquainted with in the
past, cries that we stop. We will

add, however, that we are sincere, that advice and help from
all of you is certainly needed
and that it will certainly be
well received.
In conclusion, we hope that
every student among you has
passed his or her (or their and
God bless you, oh Little Dollies,
who sit beside us in our classes)

—

final exams. We, moreover, especially pray that the Christmas
spirit is as much upon all of you
as upon us, that you have made
lots of good resolutions for the
New Year.

WILLIAM CULLEN

I
Got Plenty of KnittitT
hour fracas between what appears
A steady click-click from someto be twenty-two trained fleas
kicking a flyspeck around and where in the rear of the class
claim they saw Notre Dame play punctuated Dr. Hickey's Lit. 64
the U. of W. Only the commercials lecture recently with such nerve(and a long, monotonous show wracking monotony that the pacalled "Test Pattern") seem to tient professor finally paused omicome in with anything resembling nously. A flashing pair of knitting
clarity.
needles kept right on, intent on
There aremore brickbats to hurl a difficult cable-stitch.
"Well, Miss Q
," resumed
at this modernhaven for old vaubaby?"
another
devilleacts calledvideo, but they'll Dr.Hickey, "having
* * *
have to wait. I've gotta go watch
Flaming Youth: 1948
the fights, right
* now.
* *
"
Little Brother pulled the jacket
Gems of Purest Ray Serene from a shiny new record and slid
Jewelerschoose settings for bril- the disk over the turntable post.
liant stones which enhance, but
"Listen to this!" he yelled enthudo not overshadow, their flashing siastically, and as the syncopated
beauty. It's unfortunate that the rhythm of "Varsity Drag" hit the
gemlike voices in the "Naughty sound waves, a look of rapture
Marietta" cast

were displayed settled on Little Brother's face.
"Isn't it neat?"
Father and motherlooked at one
another with a faint smile, got up
and commenced to Charleston,
right there on the living room rug.
"Zounds!" said Little Brother,
"I didn't know you could do the

against entirely too gaudy and distracting backgrounds.
The costuming of the principals
was fairly well done, although
"Brocklind's" might as well have
been written in neon across the
men's clothes. The chorus was a
kaleidescope of conflicting colors
and periods. Only the Spanish
dancers showed any evidence of
planned costuming; the can-can
girls looked as if they wouldhave
felt more at home on a runway.
The whole mood of a scene can
be put over by effective costume
design alone, whiledingy lacesand

Balboa!"
And thus it goes, of late. Why
do we of this first atomic generation return to the twentiesfor our
popular songs, fashions, and lately,
dance steps? It can't be nostalgia,
and we've always been told that

the period from 1920 to 1930 was
a pretty decadent decade.
limitationbrocades from a costume We've also been told things don't
change much, and I'm beginning
shop can ruin it.
Successful dramatic and operatic to think maybe that's so. Look at
productions should include well- the girls around you.

Off The Record

We LIKE: the holiday decorations so prominent in the
neighborhood shopping districts ;to cogitate New Year's Eve,
and the reminder of resolution for 1949; the marvelous attendance at the basketball games, the true sign of school
"
spirit.
WE SALUTE: June Preston, th<
terrific star of "Naughty Marietta"
Jim Reilly, our genial, hard-working student body vice president;
Burt Goodman, who did an admirable job as Business Manage]
for the Opera Guild stage show.
WE WONDER: What the New
Year will bring; if you've captured
the true Christmas spirit; if you've
studied for finals; if Santa Claw
will get stuck in the Tower this

year and help Tinntinntabellum
with Christmas carols.

WE HOPE: You all have a
MERRY CHRISTMAS; you are
looking forward to Winter Quarter; you've observed the beautiful
Christmas trees and Nativity scene
in the main lobby of the 1..A.
Building.

WE PROMISE: To exert our
efforts for a better SPECTATOR
during the coining quarter; to see
you again on January 12.

And Finally, Finals

Modern Morals

By Bettianne Foster

The Students Who

with a greater wealth of cooper- new, such an heroic couplet which
ativeendeavorthan otherstudents. states coyly:
Because of this appreciation for
Roses are red; violets are blue.
the fruits of cooperative study,
Idon'tknow the answer,teacher,
they have been liberal in their
do you? etc.
advice to others. Some of this advice is, Ibelieve, worthy of noting If after four years of such attempts
you are elected a Senior, rest asdefinite air of hysterical doubt, percentage of refraction is less?" here.
There are several ways of co- sured we will still be here to greet
dread and wholesale uncertainty. or the shocked,
Canto the Third
"Do you really think she'll ask operating during a final, none of you.
For the student those three days
Soon he came to his goal
which are, understandably, teachare a chaotic hodgepodge of notes, that?"
And, in optimistic requests for
And he opened the door,
ink and crumpled paper, mingled And, more especially, the classic erproof. During one quarter Iwas definitions you might try the GerAnd near fainted away
with snatches of remembered lec- remark of a student, slouched, a member of a class which was trude Stein technique. For examAt the horrible roar.
tures, forgotten fountain pens and white-facedand beaten in the cor- greatly over-rated. None of us ple, if a teacher asks the definition
grasped the "essence" of the inner muttering dully,
sleepless nights.
of an epigram, you might write:
All the students stood dumb
In the Cave, the festive sound of
"Believe me, next quarter, I'm struction. Finally came Finals. "An epigram is an epigram is an
(They'd practiced it well.)
cultured repartee and gay, gay going to study."
Now in this class there was an epigram," etc. This foolproof methAt Harry's bold move
Some believe that final week is esoteric young man who believed od has been employed by one stulaughter is replaced by the hysFor he'd gone into the Faculty terically shrill request for the an- harder for the Freshman than it firmly in the Golden Rule. As we dent for eight years and right
Offices.
swers to countless questions, page is for the upper classman. Believ- filed into the classroom we watched here at Seattle U., too!
numbers and class notes. Permeat- ers in this fallacy remark that it him painfully scribble certain
Well, (to quote a Great Man)
A little time later
ing, naV completely drowning out is all so new to them, etc., etc. Hab! phrases relevant to the test in the
Their teachers came forth
these requests, are the subtle, For during this period it is the corner of the blackboard. He enough of this "hanky panky."
With halos above them
haunting strains of some classic upper classman who finds him and/ bracketed them off, placed the Time, which rules the student with
And a Star of the North.
opus such as "Slow Boat to China." or herself in the position of either word "Notice" above them; headed ironclad surety, runs out. As a
(One quarter the record thought doing or dying. Gone forever are that with a curt "Save" and sat final (there's that word again) bit
"He has told us the scoop,"
most conducive to complete mental the carefree days of the "Oh well, down. It is my belief that the of advice, let me say that all one
They said tenderly,
collapse was Kenton's "Softly As I've got two more years to make effort of that young man should really has to do during final week
"And, since Christmas is near,
the Morning Sunrise." During up for this" attitude. For the go down in the annals of college is "go in there and pitch! Reach
You will all ret a 'B'!"
finals of another memorable quar- Senior, if I may coin a phrase, history. Needless to say, no one those eager fingers towardthe rosy
ter the neurotic state was most "This is it!"
pointed out his endeavor to the dawn of a newer, better tomorrow!
Thus ends our fable,
easily attained by hearing the quiet By the time you reach that pin- unsuspecting teacher. Ibelieve he Just be sure the teacher isn't witIt ends happily.
refrain of the "Sabre Dance.")
nacle of something or other, which (the student, that is) later held nessing that reach!
Oh, bless honest students
who
To the Freshman student
is your fourth year of college, you some high government position.
"And then the whining schoolAnd honest Hareee!
is enduring this "best time of his exist, literally, from grade to grade.
Regarding individual answers to
boy, with his satchel
life" for the first time, it may be Gone is the happy stride of other questions in tests, Seniors advise
shining morning face,
And
In undying verse
necessary to say that during this days. Inits stead is the suspicious, that originality is the mother of
creeping like a snail
given
brief,
period,
heavy-hearted,
We have
the cause
mad
rationalconverbook-laden step of detention. For example, never Unwillingly
to school."
Of why to be good
sations are just not the thing. They one who is about to die.
leave a blank space. If you don't
In
neither
expected
Seniors,
course,
And believe
Saint Claiu.
are
nor accepted.
of
are imbued know the answer, try something
Shakespeare.

Clawed the Walls
Canto

Canto the First

the. Second

'Twas right after finals
And all through the halls
Every poor student
Was clawing the walls.

But they stifled their yells,
Wiped off every tear,
Turned to dear Harry
And wished him good cheer.

They screamed and they shouted
Sorrowful curses
And leered terribly
At the Prov'dence nurses.

Though their

And their wits near to end,
They were still very glad
For the "luck" of their friend.

They moaned and they groaned,
They tore out their hair,
And swore that each Prof
Was unjust and unfair.

They knew he had cheated
In each single test,
But that was his business
They wished him the best.

They loaded their weapons

"Perhaps,1 'they all said,

And threatened to kill
The whole faculty
Come low-place or hill.

"We the same should have done.
At least we'd have passed,
With the wiser not one."

Oh, the building did shake
With their ravings and rants,
And the air did pulse
With their passionate pants! ....

But Harry spoke up
With a sob in his voice.
"Better," he cried, "to have

—

hearts broken were

—

failed!"
Then he ran off with great noise.

For, though Christmas was nigh
They might not be "merry"
They had all flunked their

finals—
All except Harry.

(Ed.'s note to the Readers
And the Lit. Dept. sublime:
Though our meter is rotten,
It rhymes every time.)

It is never difficult to dis- Of anexammorning in the Cave
tinguish Final Week from any the customary, groggy "How are
ya?" is replaced by such logical
other week of school. There is, greetings
as:
during the two or three days
"Did Hickey say 'Langue d'oil'
which are maliciously dedi- or 'Langue d'oc'?"
cated to final examinations, a Or, "Which prismatic light ray's

—

—

—
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"On the Warpath"
By WEILER and PAIN

While wandering through the different journals of the
Pacific Coast schools, we ran across this bit of terse verse
which we will reprint verbatim. It's titled simply, "Nothing
Like Frank Admittance."

...

The George Washington University back in Washington, D.C.,
played a football game a couple of weeks back with Duke University
and lost to the more powerful team by a score of 62-0.
The lead of the write-up of the game read as follows: "Fighting
gamely to the last second last Saturday, the battered, tired, outclassed
Colonial squad was treated to their worst defeat in eight years by a
vengeful Duke eleven which rolled up a 62-point shut-out."
But the head of the story is what caught our eye. With no excuse
anything
included, it proclaimed, "Boy! Did We Lose."
or

Applying It Locally
Sometimes we wonder when we read that sort of thing, why il
couldn't be applied to our neighboring institution, the U. of W. Although we admire the grit of their athletics department when they
make out their tough season schedule, we do think that they could
use a little of their namesake school's outlook when they survey the
aftermath. The U. of W. is the only school we know of that can boast
of a string of 49 consecutive moral victories.

Strictly from Pain:

Those frolicking frosh have posted two surprising victories in
League play. Can youth's speed and teamwork continue
outscore
experience and methodical play? Cross your eyes and hope.
to

Northwest

Come On Varsity

NATIONAL MEET
FOR SKI TEAM
The snow-burners of the Seattle
University ski team willpoke their
heads into the spotlight of national
competitive skiing when they compete in the National Intercollegiate
meets December 28, 29, 30, at Aspen, Colorado.
The meets are on a national
basis, and competition will be provided by the big names in collegiate skiing. They include University
of Utah, which developed Jack
Reddish and Steve Knowlton, two
Olympic Games ski stars; Middlebury College, last year's champion;
Denver University, University of
Idaho, Harvard, Yale, and many
more colleges and universities, tops
in collegiate skiing circles.
Coach Sandy Sabbatini.. has
driven his boys hard in preparation for this big chance and the
work of the past month was climaxed by time trials December 5
at Stevens Pass. Jim Monroe was
the winner in two runs at the slalom, leading second-place Rhoady
Lee by eight seconds. The order of
the finish and overall total was:
Monroe, 1.13.6; Lee, 1.22; Charles
Borgman, 1.32.3; Jim Pauley,
1.36.2; Whelan Burke, 1.42; Ed
Aamodt, 1.42.2; Jack Tangney, 1.47;
Al Benedict, 1.53; and Bill Lenihan,

Greeting Coach Brightman this Monday morning as he returned
from a disastrous trek to Eastern Washington, was a copy of the
Western Washington paper. Bold copy told the story of the locals'
one-sided victory over the Vikings. One line read, "Seattle U. performed expertly, looked like one of the top college teams in the 1.53.3.

Northwest."
Not completely refuting the article with his gasp, Al went on to
discuss the trip. "Ragged passing, slow thinking, only 40 per cent
. Against
accuracy on free throws, not enough backboard work."
without
question.
defeat
a
top competition, this explains the double
Previous home appearances mark the club as having the stuff.
Let's hope it comes to the front again tomorrow night. A turnabout
victory over unbeaten Central would be sweet.

..

Jack Tangney, one of SU's established ski stars, ran the course
under a handicap of a brokenbinding but still finished with a creditable 1.47.
SU's first competition is with
Wenatchee Ski Club. A dual meet
will be held at Stevens Pass De-

cember 19.

SMOKE SIGNALS

...

Chieftains Take Season Opener;

Lose To Lutes, E WCE and CWCE

SUDrops WW 53-42;
SEATTLE ITS VARSITY COACH Lose Close Match
Speidel, Hedequist
IS BASKETBALL'S BRIGHT MAN To PLC Gladiators
SU
Tribe
Star for
Chiefs Lose Two;

Last Thursday afternoon 12
Chieftains took to the road for
a two-game series at Cheney
and Ellensburg. Sunday eve-

—

GAME TONIGHT
Seattle University Chiefs play
host to Central Washington Friday evening in the Memorial
Gymnasium at 8 o'clock. The
Chieftains lost to Central last
Saturday at Ellensburg and are
hoping to even the score Friday.
Following the game Friday,

there will be the Vets' Hall annual "Mistletoe Mingle" at the
Encore Ballroom. The dance
will be a mixer.
and Central Washington (52-36)
took the boys for everything but

their carefare home.
Coach Brightman lamented the
ragged ballthat featured the Eastern contest. Easy lay-ins resulting
from single and double post plays
were missed and 60 per cent of the
local free throws failed to hit.
Elmer Speidel and Bob Hedequist looked sharp on the boards,
but Headrickson and Luft of the
Savages were the offensive stars of

Frosh Unbeaten in
Northwest League

...

...

... ...

. ...

New Mentor Al Brightman
piloted his S.U. Warriors to
one win and oneloss in the two
opening contests at the Me-

minus two
ning they returned
scalps. Eastern Washington (45-33)

the night.
did someone say stop
Chiefs to meet PLC again in January
The Chieftains proved to be the
DepartNotify
the
Athletic
McLaughlin?
Intramural basketeers:
straight victim for the Cenfifth
following
ment of your team rosters— the season begins immediately
quintet.
tral
Coach Nicholson operonly
and
the
year,
that's
the holidays.
Christmas comes once a
offense
ated
his
ona two-unit basis.
A tip of the war bonnet
time the intramural cycle stops turning.
outran the locals,
ten
men
These
against
to scrappy reserve Bob Mclver for his sterling defensive work
paced
by
Dean Nicholson
then,
and
the Lutes.
He was all over the floor, like a coat of Johnson's Wax.
The Papooses pulled the sur- and Don Down, dumped shots in
Elks'
dues
and adds
Prediction of the week: Bill Fenton pays his
prise of the early casaba sea- from out behind screenplays.
Rose Bowl? Fooey!
three quarts of Alpine milk to his grocery bill.
son by winning their first Lack of depth and height kept
disputed
Who can arouse interest in a second place team playing a
our boys well behind from the
PCC champ?
We look to the Cotton Bowl for our New Year's Day three games, two of them in opening whistle, though Elmer
traipsing
competiLeague
tough Northwest
Who builds up S.U.'s athletics reputation? When
thrills.
Speidel caught the eye of the opto the Bellingham press conference, we found that Evergreen schools tion.
position
with his high 15-point
meeting
A recent
of athletics
The biggest upset victory was
really think the Chief ski team is tops
total.
Whitman,
Gonzaga,
the
marked
victory
over
last Thursday's 48-33
directors at a NAIB rules conference
The top inde- the highly touted Pacific Trails
and SeattlePacific games as the U.'s most crucial.
pendent to gain a berth in the state tourney. .. By the way, NAIB" aggregation. Diminutive "Red"
Ahern was the spark plug of the
stands for National Amateur Invitational Basketball Tourney.
team, holding ex-Husky Bobby
Last edition, we of the Sports
The latter fray will be held on Taylor down to a mere three points.
climbed out ona limb
Department
March 1 as the opening game of High point man was Bill Higlin, to ask for criticisms of our page.
Top Team in State the Washington playoff. On the who registered 23 big markers. As a special enticement for those
scoring honors
The small college fives through- second night a doubleheader will Big Bill also took
replying, we offered a carton of
out the nation annually place as be played amongst the four hope- in the Pacific Lutheran Frosh cigarettes for the best letter refor 18
heir goal a berth in the N.A.1.8. fuls. The victors of the twin bill game. This time he hit
ceived.Of course, we weren'toverournament, held at Kansas City will clash on March 3, with the points. Jim Whittaker took second whelmed by the response but we
honors with 7. These two rangy did get
n early spring.
a few gentle hints to drop
winning team to be Washington's
lads' controlof the backboardsalso the sports page completely, and
A four-team playoff willbe held 1948 representative.
helped spell the 55-44 win.
n this state to determine the team
various and sundry other subtle
Only six men were used In ekeUniversity
Besides
the
Washington
Seattle
represent
will
which
victory from the
n the tourney. The teams in the other independent squads of the ing out a 39-35
playoffs will be the top indepen- state are Gonzaga, Whitman Col- American-Italian Club in the inCompliments of
The
dent; champion and runner-up in lege and Seattle Pacific College. augural game of the season.
evenly
he Evergreen League, and a fourth These teams will be graded on the scoring was shared fairly
PAT'S BAR B.Q.
again
Higlin
among
the
team
with
to
arrive
at
their
following
points
earn to be determinedby a contest
by
followed
15,
between a second ranking inde- rating: Win-loss record; type of in the lead with
1118 Twelfth Aye.
8, Cheshier 7, Whitpendent and the third place squad competition, and the win loss Ahern with
taker 4, Kidd 3, and Blewitt 2.
against the other independents.
n the Evergreen League.

. ..
...
...
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Criticism Writers!

N.A.1.8. Berth for

-

Students of Seattle U look
forward from now on to a big

advancement in the school's
name in the athletic world.
One of the primary reasons

for this is the presence of Al
ketball star, Ray, only five months
Brightman as varsity basketball
old.
and baseball coach. Their bright
Like any coach, when asked
outlook on the situation is no wild
about his team's chances or about
hope since Coach Brightman is no
the future of the U in athletics, he
stranger to the basketball followreaches for the crying- towel and
ers around the school.
pours out a very pessimistic tale
Many have become well acof woe. Of course, his listeners roll
quainted with this wise dervish of
up their pants legs and grab for a
the maple courts by following Sebit of terra firma in the flood of
attle's entry in thelocal professiontears to salvage floating bits of
al hoop loop. In the 1946-47 season
hope. When dried and polished,
Al performed the double duty of nation.
they begin to shine so we know as
Al played pro ball for Philadel- long
player and coach for the Seattle
as we can count on fiery and
Athletics, and his fast and tricky phia, Wilkes-Barre and the Boston able Al Brightman we can't be very
methods of play developed one of Celtics, tops in the money frame. far from right.
He left the Celtics to sign on with
the Seattle Athletics. In 1944, bethreats. But, true to our word (and fore entering the professional
at the point of a gun) we chose the name. Al played for the 20th Cenepistle which we thought the best tury Fox squad, AAU kings of a
and will present to the.writer one few years ago.
gift-wrapped carton of coffin nails.
Besides basketball, Alhas played
The winner is Mr. Walt Haw- pro baseball, too. When he signed
thorne, soon to become a member
as SU coach last summer he was
of our staff. (We'll fix him). The in the deep south playing first base
contest will remain open for the for the Montgomery Rebels of the
next few issues, so let's see some Southeastern League. He's played
more of your criticisms. Merry for the Cleveland Indians and also
Christmas!
for Baltimore and Springfield.
During the war he spent 36
months in the service as a chief
After the Game
athletic specialist. He's married
Ann,
and has two children, Beverly
ENCORE BALLROOM
three years old, and a future bas-
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yourself just bow mild Camels are!
Hundreds of men and women, from coast to coast, recently
made a similar test. They smoked an average of one to two
packs of Camels a day for 30 days. Their throats were examined by noted throat specialists. After a total of 2470 examinations these throat specialists reported not one single case
of throat irritation due to smoking Camels!
But Prove f yourself
in your "T-Zone." Let YOUR
OWN TASTE tell you about the rich, full flavor of Camel's
Hu.irf. tohnrros. Let YOUR OWN THROAT give the good
news of Camel's cool, cool mildness.

'

.

.

Doctors smoke for pleasure, loo! And when three leading indepeiidcnc research or^aniza(ions asked 113,597 doctors what cigarette they jmolted, the brand named most was Camel I

...

|hem as you jmoke (hem

If

M any time you are

not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unusedCamels and we will refundits full
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Cornolus Dostaee.
nurchase
B
P
P
, -I
,J!. nrice
V
P»ny. Winstonbalem, North Carolina.
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the top-notch teams on the Coast.
Of course first rate teams aren't
built in a season but just a look at
Brightman and one can see a rosy
sports future in store for the U.
Though only 26, he's wise in the
ways of basketball, having long
been associated with the sport in
both college and professional circles. He played three years of prep
school ball at Wilson High, Long
Beach, Calif., where he starred,
once scoring a record 51 points in a
single contest. In college Al played
for Morris Harvey College of
Charleston, W. Va., one year having a season point average of 25
per game, the second highest in the

morial Gymnasium. Playing before
capacity crowds the Chieftains took
the Western Washington Vikings
into camp 53-42 on December 3,
and then dropped a thriller-diller
to the visiting Gladiators of Pacific
Lutheran 48-46 the following Tuesday.
The Evergreen Conference Vikings jumped into a five-point lead
at the outset of the opener, but the
local five soon lost the jitters and
began working superbly off the
single post. Earl Spangler was the
bulwark at the post position, feeding Bob Hedequistand Norm Willis
lay-in shots. This mid-period spurt
led to a 31-22 half-time advantage
for the Chiefs. Heady and alert
ball the second half kept the locals
out of further danger.
Seven times in the PLC loss the
Chiefs were within one point of
the Gladiators, but they lacked the
scoring punch in the clutch.
Marv Harshman's five, led by
Harry McLaughlin's tricky passing
and hook shot, seemed to hit consistently whenever pressed. Guard
"Burly" Bob Hedequist kept bringing Chieftain rooters to their feet
with shooting that gave him the
night's high total of 18 points.
Dave Blakley just about sent the
spine-tingling fray into an overtime period with his last second
ovei-the-head shot that rimmed
the bucket as the gun sounded.

"Mistletoe Mingle"

Odd Balls Win Title;
AllStar Team Selected
By LEO HANDLEY

The Odd Balls downed the Schmoos, 27-12, in the Seattle
University Championship play-off at Broadway field Friday
to become the possessor of the 1948 touch football trophy.
Having to perform on a "soupy"
gridiron both teams took to the air.
The Rocky Moore to Bob Hevley
combinationclicked continually to
keep the Shmoos largely on the defensive. However, the Shmoos repulsed four of the Odd Ball offensive attacks in their backyard to
keep the half-time score to a 6-6

In the second half the OB's again
filled the air with missies.A Moore
to Hevley passed netted a touchdown. An interception and a 30yard sprint by the same Bob Hevley made it 20-6. This was capped
minutes later by a double pass play
that ended with a TD aerial from
Conroy to Pendergast. The desperate attempts of the trailing Shmoos
to retaliate resulted only in one
that on a nice catch
six pointer
by Bob Ulch. The try-for-point

...

failed and the final score was
27-12.
The champion Odd Ball squad
consisted of Ends Bob Hevley and
Mike McEvoy, Bill Conroy at center and Backs Rocky Moore, Jim
Pendergast and Dick Stevenson.

All Stars Selected
Men selected by players of the

seven participating squads to fill
the all-star position are:
Ends— Bob Hevley (Odd Balls),
Bob 1*1cli (Shmoos)
Mike McEvoy (Odd
Center
Balls)

—
—

Backs Jim Berard (Corkers).
Moore (Odd Balls), Joe
Dahlem (Vets Hall).
Lloyd Reed (Sein
Alternates
Feiners), Dave Piro (Shmoos).
Honorable mentiongoes to: John
Harris (Shmoos), Danny Stumpf
(Vets Hall), Jack McMahon (Morticians), J. Tobin (Corkers), and
Alan Swei^al (Shmoos).
Rocky

—

HILL TOP
BEAUTY SHOP
1018 Madison

MAin 8718

CLIPPER SERVICE
Across the Street from School

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS
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Mr. and Mrs, Club

WHAT'S YOUR D.I.Q.?"
For the non-drivers "D.I.Q." is an
abbreviationfor "Driver's Intelligence Quotient."
(Ed. Note:

Have you read the evening paper yet? We'll wager
there will be a headline which screams coldly that a
human life was taken in an automobile accident. Reading
further, you observe the blunt details, and the body was
taken to the county morgue.
FRIGHTENING? SICKENING?

"Oh, no," you say, "It couldn't have been avoided!"
It is with regret that we admit there are people like you in

the world. "It couldn't have been avoided". The glaring falsity
of that statement is so obvious, we shudder at your intellectual
ability.

WHAT'S YOUR EXCUSE?

Accidents happen, but only because someone was careless.
Carelessness, which includes weak excuses, accounts for th;
majority of automobile accidents. Listed here are a few : (1)
too rapid driving; (2) driving while under the influence of alcohol;
laws,
(3) passing in danger zones; (4) racing; (5) ignoring speed
brakes;
(7)
faulty
signs;
(6)
signs,
and arterial
traffic code
the list
showing the boys (or girls) how powerful the car is
could continue "ad infinitum", but why bore you! You've never
been in an accident, and it doesn't seem likely in the future.

...

Or does it?
GOT THE CAR TONIGHT?
You've got a big date tonight. The car shines like new after
that polishing you gave it this afternoon. Of course, the dashboard lights are out, but that is rather trivial. The brakes seemed
low,but then there aren't any steelhills to go down. Which shows
how far ahead you can't see.
THERE'S ALWAYS ONE
Jokes have been made, and will continue to be made, about
"back-seat" drivers. We know from painful experience how
pleasant they can be; they add zest to the conversation. Still, we
must concede they are usually right, even if we bluff our way
out of the argument. Maybe Mother has the duty to complain
when you jump the changing stoplight. Sometimesthe car, headed
from the adjacent lane, might be in a hurry too. Is time that

precious?

HOW'S YOUR ADDITION?
It's starting to rain as you drive away from home. Visibility
is not the best under such
conditions. You turn on the
windshield wipers, which
need adjustment. Why was
that dog jumping directly in
front of the car? Maybe you
had better speak to Dad
about new headlights. The
present ones seem (shall we
say) dim.Add two poor lights
to one slippery street, and
what have you?
"DON'T GIVE UP YET?
Pedestrians should be more cautious, you insist! Still, you
drive merrily along at top speed; confidence from being behind
the steering wheel has made you a trifle drunk with power. It
is fun to slide so close to the crosswalk. Did you notice that man
leap into the air? You couldn't refrain from laughing, we know.
The frightened expression on his face was SO amusing. You
weren'taiming to hit him; how brave and bold can you be?

*

*

*

Your driver's license is laid out in all its glory. Recollect
how very proud you were when it was finally obtained? Its
newness gave you hopeful confidence. Remember the State
Drivers' Manual and the first test? Those books were not written
to keep the presses rolling; neither was the test given to keep
officials occupied. Or have you forgotten?
AND IN CONCLUSION

(a) The Christmas season has always been noted for
its traffic hazards. Because of the holiday throngs on
foot and in cars, alert and careful drivers are a ''must."
Research proves that from 25 per cent to 55 per cent
more accidents occur during the winter months, and
Christmas doesn't come in July. We cannot urge you
enough to follow these simple rules while operating a
vehicle during this time :
Check your automobile for defective
equipment. State tests are now being
given in Washington.
Be especially cautious in rain and

snow.
Show courtesy to pedestrians, particularly elderly people and little children.
The old adage "alcohol and gasoline
don't mix" is still true.
Concentrate on driving and keep the
gay conversation for later.

Calendar Complete
For Fall Quarter

Spechatter
By

BAL

and VM

Honeymooning at Sun Valley
following their marriage Dec. 17
will be Pat Ryan of Bordeaux Hall
and Joe Bitson of Vets' Hall.
Some of our more ambitious students planning to defeat the monetary problem by means of arduous labor are Gene Buzzard, who
will work at Mount Baker; and
Bob Barrett and Dick Gardner,
who will see that the mails go
through.
It will be a vacation at Sun Valley for Virginia and Patsy

Newspapering
Lamar (Mo.) Democrat
We run into a good many young
men, and occasionally a young
woman, who seem anxious to run
a daily newspaper, but are unable
to get hold of one. Here's a good
substitute for these folks to employ.
Let them get a good-sized pile of
brick, and each morning they can
go out, tear the pile down, and then
put .it up again, keeping this up
until they've had enough of it. By
this time they should have lost
much of their infatuation for a
newspaper. There's nothing else
upon earth that is so like running
a newspaper as piling up and tearing down brick. As soon as you
get one issue up, you must pull it
down and start immediately to get
up another. And so it goes, day
in, day out, week after week, year
upon year. No, we aren't thinking
of quitting and going off and getting a job in airplane plant or retiring to a small farm. We're just
tellin' you now how it is.

After their initiation Dec. 18,
the I.K.'s will hold a banquet and
The Seattle University Mr. and dance at the Spanish Ballroom of
Mrs. Club successfully completed the Olympic Hotel. Some of the
its Fall quarter calendar of social couples planning to attend the
activity with a well-attended pre- party are Jack Payne and Shirley
Christmas dance on the night of Orr, Lu Hemness and Bill GromDecember 10 at the Polish Club. inesh. Jeannie Kumerha and Bill
Schwaegler, Helen Breskovich and
A sizable crowd whipped up a Galbraith, MarieBechtold and Tom
sample of Christmas spirit as the Tuohy, Pauline Kerns and Jack Muriel Pugliano.
Joanne Seeker's open house durevening of entertainmentunfolded. Simpson, Bernice Johnson and Joe
ing
the holiday season promises
In a gaily decoratedholiday scene, Murphy, Jack McMahon and Loube
and
to
a gala affair.
the
UniSegota,
Tony
of
and
Mladineo
the married students
ise
Any notes, news or chatter will
versity enjoyed an evening of Esther McJanet.
* * *
be faithfully recorded in this colpleasure, free for one evening from
reported to the AWSS edthe care of little Johnny or Mary. The Nesco Club of Blessed Sac- umn if
Until we see you next
itors
Arrangements for the dance were rament parish extends a cordial
Merry
Christmas to all and
issue,
handled by the officers of the club, invitation to all to attend their to all a good night."
with Guy and Helen Trotter and annual Christmas party, Sat., Dec.
Bud and Barbara Bergman as co- 18, from 9 to 12. The co-chairmen,
chairmen. Highlights of the eve- Margaret Miller and John Gockel,
ning's entertainment were the promise an eveViing of dancing,
singing of Guy Trotter and of entertainment and refreshments.
Christmas carols by the assembled The affair will be held at the
Blessed Sacrament parish hall at
throng.
Members of Alpha Tau Delta,
The Mr. and Mrs. Club was 51st and 8th N.E.
honorary, have announced
nurses'
with
the
formed in the Fall of 1947
Hall is the scene of the names of three womenstudents
McHugh
enproviding
of
avowed intention
as pledges for Fall quarter. Actertainment of a suitable caliber much activity as many of the boys cepted into ATD were Ellen Nickin
for
their
repack
preparation
cost
for
reasonable
the
and of a
erson, Lucille Hemness and Ruth
married student body and faculty. turn home for the holidays. Frank
Loonam,
Kneeshaw,
and Gees. Initiated into.active memDave
Since its inception, the Club has
Hellencamp
Hank
will
to bership were Carol Kramer and
journey
offered several events of notable
Georgia Siebold.
significance, including last year's Tacoma. Jim, Jack and Dave
will
Orting,
Rinkel
return
to
"Basket Social" and the picnic of
Patronize Our Advertisers
Washington. Elmer Speidel will go
last summer.
to Newburg, Oregon; and Clinton
Hattrup will go to Portland.

. ..

Pledges Named for
Alpha Tau Delta

Camera Club Plans
For Homecoming

The Seattle University Camera
Club held a meeting recently for
the discussion of Homecoming decorations, and to vote approval on
the constitution.

SPECULATING
Seen at the University of Washington Varsity Ball were Lu Hemness, Mary Jo Skoda and Virginia
Massart.
Joining the ranks of the engaged
are Mary Alice Blake and Fran
Tobin.

paratus andhow it is used in photo
processing.
A meeting date was scheduled
for Jan. 6, 1949, Science Bldg., at
7:30 in Room 32.

r

JOHN SUGArA
The Popcorn Man

1006 Madison

See Our Quality Casuals
Plaids - Plain
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prices to show you.
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1112 Broadway

Nextdoor to Chieftain Fountain
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Other Gifts to make you the popular Santa
Swiss Music Boxes
1847
Keepsake Diamond Rings
Rogers Silverware Pocket Alarm Watches Elgin AmerKeywound and Electric Alarm Clocks
ican Compacts

—

—

FRANK KIEFNER
(Jewelers)

Stay Well-Dressed

PRospect 4410

512 Broadway North

ASSU NOTICE
Board Minutes
The meeting was called to order
by Chairman Jim Reilly on December9 at 12:10 in room 310. The
secretary read the minutes of the
last meeting.
The floor was turned over to
Father Lindekugcl, who asked for
a quarterly fund to support the
spiritual welfare of the school.
Hal Wales moved that the election plan that was proposed by
the Homecoming committee, in relation to electing the Homecoming
Court, be accepted. The motion
was seconded and passed.
John Spellman was appointed to
assist Ray O'Leary in further investigation of the "Federation of
International Union of Students."
It wassuggested that a standardized procedure for voting be introduced into the Constitution which
would be applicable to all elections, class and student body.
Lois Murphy moved that power
be given to the Homecoming committee to decide on the acceptabil-

Ralph Uplius, general chairman,
will be assisted by Hal Wales, busiless manager; Helen Breskovlch.
ticket chairman; Gerry Standaert,
publicity chairman. Bordeaux,
Sarazin and Campion Halls will
supplement the publicity, and
Mitchell Hall will aid in the gelling
of tickets.

Terry Avenue
GOWN SHOP

5-Point Cleaners
Always Look Your Best

In cooperation with the policy

of the Pep Club, the Scots Club
is sponsoring an all-school mixer
on January 7. Fifty per cent of
the proceeds will be given to the
Pep Club for the development of
a pep band.

Everyone who gets an ILCjIN Watch!

Father Schmid, moderator, gave

a demonstration on various types
of research photo technique, and
conducted a tour through his darkroom, explaining the various ap-

Scots Club Mixer
Wednesday, Jan. 7

Advisory

ity of

the Freshman

mBKr

"GIVE 'EM BY THE CARTON"
-says Arthur Godfrey:

Princess

elections.

On Looking Back
Ilaughed when they told me
And you would have, too.
I couldn't believe it,
It couldn't be true.
Oh, since Iknow better
I smile at it now.
I'd never believe it,
Icouldn't see how.

When Ifound it was true
Icried without pause.
I just couldn't believe

27.67
$229.40

ASSU Allotment for Fall
500.00

Quarter

. ..

THESES & GENERAL
TYPING DONE
Call KE. 4077

Fall Informal
Frosh Beanies
Piano
50.00
Evergreen Press Conference (Spectator)
22.48
Retreat Literature
45.00

Patronize Our Advertisers

CHRISTMAS CARDS
A Wonderful

tm

Patronize Our Advertisers

P. SCHULLER

Expenditures:

Previous Expenditures....

There was no Santa Claus
—By Tom Weiler.

M.

The meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathleen Conroy,
ASSU Secretary.
$ 55.65
...Members not present: Hank
28.60 Carey.

ASSU FINANCIAL REPORT

><nfS>v

$270.60

Respectfully submitted,
Jack Codd,
Treasurer, ASSU.
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Assortment
Secular

il^jiy^A The Kaufer Co.
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Net Assets Dec. 9, 1948
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4th

Catholic Supply
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SINCE SEPTEMBER/20, 1948
10,401 COLLEGE

STUDENTS

HAVI CHANGED TO

HILL TOP
BARBER SHOP
1018 Madison

MAin 8718
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Clothes Washed and Dried in One Hour
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